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ABSTRACT 
Let A and E be n x n matrices and B = A + E. Denote the Drazin inverse of 
A by A D. We give an upper bound for the relative error lIB ° - AoII/IIA°II under 
certain circumstances. An error bound for the solution for the singular equations 
Ax = b[b e R(A)] is also considered. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the continuity of the Drazin 
inverse (to be defined in Section 2) was given by Campbell  and Meyer in 
1975 [3], but no explicit bounds have thus far been found. In the same paper, 
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they indicated two difficulties in establishing norm estimates for the Drazin 
inverse. First, the Drazin inverse has a weaker type of "cancelation law" and 
is somewhat harder to work with algebraically than the Moore-Penrose 
inverse. Also complicating things is the fact that the Jordan form is not a 
continuous function from C "xn --* C "x" and the Drazin inverse can be 
thought of in terms of the Jordan canonical form. For these reasons, they 
thought hat it would be difficult to establish norm estimates for the Drazin 
inverse similar to those for the Moore-Penrose inverse, as was done by 
Stewart [81. 
In Campbell's 1977 paper [4], he stated the main result: If a matrix X 
comes "close" to satisfying the definition of the Drazin inverse A ~ of A, 
then IIX -A° I I  is also small. Norm estimates are given which make precise 
what is meant by "close." 
Also, in [6] Campbell and Meyer gave some idea about the condition 
number with respect o the Drazin inverse expressed in terms of the Jordan 
form: If one is going to calculate A D by A D= Ak(A2k+l)tA k, where 
k = Ind(A) (to be defined in Section 2) and A t is the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of A, then rather than using II AII(II ADII + 1), a much better idea for 
conditioning would be to use 
C(A)  = IIPIIIIP lll(llJII k + II/*Iik), 
where PJP l is the Jordan canonical form of A. 
In [7], Rong gave an explicit bound for 1113 ° --ADII/IIADII2 under 
somewhat complicated hypotheses. 
In this paper, R(A) and N(A) denote the range and the null space of A, 
respectively. Let [1" [[ be any submultiplicative matrix norm with II/11 = 1 on 
C "×'. We shall give an explicit bound for lIB D -ADII/ I IADII in terms of 
A, A ° and E = B - A, provided E is sufficiently small and E = AAOEAA °. 
The result is similar to those for Moore-Penrose inverse as found by Ben-Israel 
[1], i.e., we have partially solved the open problem due to Campbell and 
Meyer [3]. 
In Section 2, some mathematical background that will be needed later is 
introduced. The notation for generalized inverses of matrices is the same as 
in [2]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will give some concepts and lemmas. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let A ~ C nx". The smallest nonnegative integer k 
such that 
n( A k) = a(  a ~+ 1) (2.1) 
is called the index of A, and is denoted by Ind(A). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A ~ C "×n with Ind(A)  = k, and X ~ C "x ' ,  be 
such that 
A k+ IX = A k, XAX = X, AX = XA. (2.2) 
Then X is called the Drazin inverse of A and is denoted by X = A D. In 
particular, when Ind(A)  = 0 or 1, the matrix X satisfying (2.2) is called the 
group inverse of  A and is denoted by X = A #. 
LEMMA 2.1 [9]. Consider Ax = b, where b ~ R( A°). Then there exists a 
solution in R(A°) .  Moreover this solution is unique and is given by x = A Db. 
It is well known that if A ~ C "×" and Ind(A)  = k, then R(A t) • N(A t) 
= C n, R(A D) = R(AZ), and N(A o) = N(A l) for all l >t k. 
LEMMA 2.2 [6]. Suppose IIFII < 1. Then I + F is nonsingular and 
I1(I + F) lll 
1 - I le l l"  
3. PERTURBATION THEORY 
In this section, we give a perturbation result for the Drazin inverse. For 
convenience, let us denote the following condition by (li'f'): 
(~f) B =A +E with Ind(A)  = k, E =AAOEAA °, and A = I]A°EI[ < 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose condition (7//) holds. Then R(B k) = R(Ak), 
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By assumption, we have 
B = A + E = A + AADE = A( I + ADE) (3.1) 
B =A +E =A +EA°A = ( I+EA D)A ,  (3.2) 
in which, by virtue of A = II ADE]I < 1, I + APE is nonsingular. Also, the 
eigenvalues of APE are less than unity in absolute value, and hence so are 
those of EA D. Thus I + EA D is also nonsingular. 
It follows from (3.1) and (3.2) that R(B)  = R(A)  and N(B)  = N(A) .  All 
one needs is that 
rank(B')  = rank(VA'), i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
where V = I + EA D, which follows by induction. 
Likewise it follows by induction that 
R(B ' )  ~_ R(A ' ) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
From this we arrive at 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Similarly we obtain 
Thus 
and 
R(B i) =R(A ' ) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  k. 
N(B J )  = N( AJ), j = 1 . . . . .  k. 
R( B k) t~ N( B k) = R( A k) t~ N( A k) = C n, 
AA D = BB D. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
Then the conclusion follows. • 
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We are now in a position to prove the theorem bounding lIB D-  
ADII/II A DII. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose E = AADEAA D and A = IIADEII < 1 hold. 
Then 
i .e. ,  
Proof. 
B D --  A D = -BDEA o = -ADEB D, 
S D = ( I  +ADE) - lA  D =AD( I  + EA D) 
lIB ° - A°I I  A 
[IADII 1 -- A" 
From Theorem 3.1, we have 
B D_A D = -BDEA D + B D-A  D + BD(B-A)A  D 
= -BDEA D + B D _ BDAA D - A D + BDBA D 
= -BDEA D, 
(3.7) 
-1  
, (3 .8 )  
(3.9) 
BD( I + EA D) = A D. 
Because of the nonsingularity of I + EA D, we obtain 
BD = AD( I + EAD) 1 
The proof of the remaining part of (3.7) and (3.8) is similar. Next we form 
lIB ° - ADII <~ IIADEII IIBDII. (3.10) 
According to Lemma 2.2 and (3.8), we have 
l l z ° l l  
IIBD]I~< 1-1IADEl l  " (3.11) 
Thus (3.9) is true. • 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose condition (71/) holds, then 
[IADII IIADI[ 
1 +-------~ % [IBDII ~ 1 ~- - - -~ " (3.12) 
COROLLARY 3.2. If, in addition to the hypotheses of (71/'), one has 
IIADII IIEII < 1, then 
II BD - ADII KD( A)IIE[I/IIAII 
ILADII • 1 -- KD(A)IIEII/IIAII' (3.13) 
where 
KD(A) = IIAII IIADII (3.14) 
is defined as the condition number with respect o the Drazin inverse. 
REMARK 3.1. I f  Ind(A)  = 1, then condition (Tf) is reduced to B = A + 
E, E = AA#EAA #, and A = [[ A#EII < 1. Thus under these assumptions we 
can get a perturbation bound on the group inverse. 
REMARK 3.2. I f  Ind(A)  = 0, i.e., A is nonsingular, then condition (7-f) is 
reduced to B = A + E and A = IIA-~EIL < 1. We also can obtain a pertur- 
bation bound on the regular inverse. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let 
1 0 , E= 0 0 0 
A= 0 0 0 0 0 " 
0 0 0 0 0 
Then 
Ind(A)  = Ind(A  + E)  = 2, 
and 
A D Ii °°il 11 1 o . (a+E)D___  0 1 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Since A = IIA°EII = IIEII = ~ < 1 and E = AADEAA D, i.e., (Tf) is satis- 
fied, it is obvious that II(A + E)  D - ADII/[rADII = ~. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we consider the perturbed system 
By = c, y ~ R( B D) (4.1) 
where B = A + E, c = b + f ~ R(B°). 
We simply estimate the distance between the exact solutions ADb and 
B Oc for Ax = b and By = c, under the assumptions that b ~ R(A°), 
c ~ R(B°). It should be stressed that we assume that R(A D) = R(BD), so 
that both b, c and R(B o) are all kept inside original R(AD). 
THEOaEM 4.1. Suppose condition (Tf) holds and IIA°Ip IIEII < 1. Then 
Proof. 
x = AOb, 
and 
since 
- xtl ( r ll 1 
Ilxl-------~ "<< 1 - Ko(A)IIEII/IIAII ~ IIAll + Ilbll ]" 
By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1, we have 
y = (A +E)D(b  +f )  ~R[ (A  +E)  D] =R(A  D) 
Ilbll ~ IIAIt Ilxll, 
y-x=(A  + E)D(b + f )  -ADb 
= [ (A+E)  D-AD]b+(A+E)Df  
= - (A  + E)DEADb + (A + E)Df 
= - (A  + E)DEx + (a  + E)Df. 
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Taking norms of both sides, we get 
lay - xll  II(A + E)olIIIEII Ilxll +II(A + E)Ollllflt 
IIADII ( IIf ) 
~< 1 -- IIA°II flail IIEII IIx[I + ~ All Ilxll 
llAllltA llll ll (liCit IISll / 
= ] --IIADII [IEII ~1~ + Ilbll ] 
~( A)llxlL ( LIEII Ilfll t 
= 1 - KD(A)IIEII/llAII ~ + [Ibll]" 
Hence (4.2) is valid. • 
We wish to thank the referee for his valuable comments and suggestions. 
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